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Evidence from both molecular phylogenies and the fossil record suggests that rates of species diversification

often decline through time during evolutionary radiations. One proposed explanation for this pattern is

ecological opportunity, whereby an initial abundance of resources and lack of potential competitors

facilitate rapid diversification. This model predicts density-dependent declines in diversification rates, but

has not been formally tested in any species-level radiation. Here we develop a new conceptual framework

that distinguishes density dependence from alternative processes that also produce temporally declining

diversification, and we demonstrate this approach using a new phylogeny of North American Dendroica

wood warblers. We show that explosive lineage accumulation early in the history of this avian radiation is

best explained by a density-dependent diversification process. Our results suggest that the tempo of wood

warbler diversification was mediated by ecological interactions among species and that lineage and

ecological diversification in this group are coupled, as predicted under the ecological opportunity model.

Keywords: speciation; adaptive radiation; diversification; ecological opportunity; community assembly;

species interactions
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most striking features of evolutionary

radiations is a tendency for species-level diversification

rates to decline through time. This pattern has long been

recognized in the fossil record, where explosive but

transient bursts of diversification appear to follow both

mass extinctions (Sepkoski 1998) and the invasion of

previously unoccupied adaptive zones (Simpson 1953;

Stanley 1973). A large number of studies have used

molecular phylogenies of extant taxa to document a

pattern of early rapid diversification, followed by temporal

declines in diversification rates (e.g. Lovette & Bermingham

1999; Harmon et al. 2003; Rüber & Zardoya 2005; Weir

2006; Phillimore & Price 2008; Rawlings et al. 2008).

Although several potential biases can generate spurious

shifts in diversification rates inferred from molecular

phylogenies (Nee 2001; Revell et al. 2005), methodological

improvements (Pybus & Harvey 2000; Rabosky 2006a)

continue to support the phenomenon of declining diversi-

fication rates through time in species-level radiations.

One potential biological explanation for this pervasive

pattern is that evolutionary radiations are facilitated by

ecological opportunity (Schluter 2000), whereby specia-

tion is most likely when resources are abundant and

potential competitors are scarce. As a radiation progresses,

ecological ‘niche space’ becomes increasingly saturated,

resulting in fewer opportunities for speciation (Walker &

Valentine 1984; Valentine 1985). Under such a model,

speciation rates are predicted to show density dependence
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(Nee et al. 1992), because the rise in species diversity

through time would be mirrored by a corresponding

decline in the speciation rate. In a meta-analysis of 45

avian radiations, Phillimore & Price (2008) found wide-

spread evidence for temporal slowdowns in diversification

rates and speculated that ecological constraints on clade

growth resulted in density-dependent speciation. Weir

(2006) reported that neotropical avian clades with greater

numbers of sympatric species showed more pronounced

declines in diversification rates through time, which

suggests that clade diversity within a particular ecological

or biogeographic theatre might itself limit the rate of

clade growth. Although these studies are consistent with

density-dependent diversification, there have been no

formal tests of the process in any evolutionary radiation,

because methods have not been available that can

discriminate between density dependence and other

processes that might also result in temporal declines in

diversification rates.

Here, we develop a novel conceptual framework for

testing whether diversification rates show density depen-

dence, and we explore the role of this process during the

radiation of continental North American wood warblers

(Parulidae) in the speciose genus Dendroica. Dendroica

warblers are an ecologically appropriate group in which to

test for density dependence diversification, as this process

is most likely to be driven by interspecific competitive

interactions. Dendroica species diversity is high in many

local North American assemblages, but the composition

of those assemblages is variable among sites (Lovette &

Hochachka 2006). The matrix of potential species inter-

actions is even more complex when integrated across

the history of this group, as most Dendroica species

have persisted through climate cycles that would have

further scrambled their geographical ranges and spatial
This journal is q 2008 The Royal Society
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associations. These warblers are a classic example of

behavioural niche differentiation, in which co-occurring

species differ in subtle aspects of their foraging and

breeding behaviour (MacArthur 1958; Price et al. 2000).

Our previous studies based on a time-calibrated mito-

chondrial DNA (mtDNA) phylogeny found that the

Dendroica group underwent an explosive burst of diversi-

fication early in its history, followed by a pronounced

decline in the rate of lineage accumulation (Lovette &

Bermingham 1999). Taken together, these observations

suggest the possibility that broad-scale patterns of

diversification in the Dendroica warblers might be related

to ecological interactions among species across evolution-

ary time-scales.

Our statistical approach extends the birth–death model

that has been used previously for inference on diversifica-

tion rates (Nee et al. 1994; Barraclough & Vogler 2002;

Nee 2006; Rabosky 2006b) to speciation rates that vary

continuously through time. We apply the method to an

improved phylogeny of Dendroicawarblers that is complete

at the species level and which is based on both mtDNA

and nuclear sequence loci. Our results indicate that the

observed pattern of speciation in Dendroica is best

approximated by a density-dependent diversification

process and suggest that ecological interactions among

species can leave an imprint on evolutionary history that

can be reconstructed from molecular phylogenies alone.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Taxon sampling and phylogenetic analyses

We reconstructed relationships among all species in the

Dendroica radiation, including four species traditionally

assigned to the genera Parula, Setophaga and Wilsonia that

fall within this well-supported clade (Lovette & Bermingham

2002). We sequenced a total of six mitochondrial protein-

coding genes and six nuclear intron loci. All genes and loci

were obtained from all taxa, except for Dendroica chrysoparia,

for which we had only older museum skin material, and

hence from which we obtained only the mitochondrial-

encoded ND2 sequence. Reconstructions were based on a

total of 5261 nucleotides of protein-coding mtDNA sequence

and 4296 aligned nucleotides of nuclear intron sequence

(GenBank accession numbers, specimen data and DNA

amplification/sequencing primers are given in tables S1–S3 in

the electronic supplementary material). Although the phylo-

genetic reconstructions included all taxa within the Dendroica

radiation, our subsequent tests of diversification rates and

their potential density dependence employed a pruned tree that

excluded lineages restricted to West Indian islands, as those

isolated island taxa are very unlikely to have been involved in

interspecific interactions in continental warbler communities.

We used BEAST v. 1.4.6 to simultaneously infer topologies

and relative divergence times under a relaxed-clock model of

sequence evolution (Drummond et al. 2006; Drummond &

Rambaut 2007). Because the diversification rate analyses

described below require only that trees be calibrated to relative

time-scales, we used a model of uncorrelated but lognormal

distributed substitution rates and fixed the mean rate at 1.0.

We recognized four partitions with independent evolutionary

parameters (three mitochondrial codon positions plus nuclear

DNA) and assigned a GTRCGCI model of sequence

evolution to each, following analyses with MRMODELTEST

v. 2.2 (Nylander 2004). We performed 11 runs of Markov
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) on the combined dataset,

sampling parameters every 30 000 generations and discarding

the first five million generations from each as burn-in. Post-

burn-in parameters and trees were combined across runs

for a total of 341 million generations of MCMC sampling.

We placed uniform [0, 100] priors on parameters of the

substitution rate matrix and default priors on all other

parameters. We assessed convergence on the posterior

distribution by calculating effective sample sizes for evolution-

ary parameters using TRACER v. 1.4 (Drummond et al. 2006).
(b) Models and parameter estimation

To test for density-dependent diversification, one cannot

simply compare the likelihood of phylogenetic data under a

density-dependent diversification model to the corresponding

likelihood under a constant-rate model of diversification.

There are many reasons why diversification rates might

appear to decline gradually through time that have nothing to

do with density-dependent cladogenesis. For example, both

incomplete taxon sampling and artefacts of phylogeny

reconstruction can result in spurious declines in diversifica-

tion rates through time, even when rates have not changed

(Nee et al. 1994; Nee 2001; Revell et al. 2005). It may be the

case that density-dependent models fit such data better than

constant-rate models, simply because these models provide a

crude approximation of continuous declines in diversification

rates. In the electronic supplementary material (figure S1),

we show that a constant-rate diversification process in

conjunction with incomplete taxon sampling can strongly

mimic density-dependent diversification when the data are

simply fitted with density-dependent and constant-rate

diversification models. We argue that the relevant null

hypothesis for density-dependent diversification is a model

where diversification rates are permitted to vary continuously

through time but not directly as a function of the number of

lineages in existence.

We considered both exponential and linear models of

density-dependent diversification (Nee et al. 1992; Rabosky

2006a). Under the exponential model, the speciation rate l is

modelled as

lðtÞZ l0N
Kx
t ; ð2:1Þ

where l0 is the initial speciation rate; Nt is the number of

lineages in existence at time t in a reconstructed phylogeny;

and x determines the magnitude of the rate change as a

function of Nt. Note that xZ0 implies constant speciation

through time. For the linear model,

lðtÞZ l0 1K
Nt

K

� �
; ð2:2Þ

where K is analogous to the carrying capacity parameter of

population biology. Note that this model is commonly known

as the logistic model in population biology, but nonetheless

specifies a linear decline in the speciation rate. In the

palaeontological literature, several studies have addressed

density-dependent clade growth using logistic models (e.g.

Walker & Valentine 1984). However, if the rate of decline in

the speciation rate itself declines as the number of species

rises, then the exponential model will fit the data better.

We have previously used theory based on the birth–death

process (Nee et al. 1994) to fit these models to phylogenetic

data (Rabosky 2006a; Rawlings et al. 2008). As a null

hypothesis for density-dependent diversification,we considered

a simple model where the speciation rate varies continuously
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through time but is independent of the number of lineages in

existence at any point in time. We modelled speciation as a

linear function of time

lðtÞZ l0 1K
t

K

� �
: ð2:3Þ

In this model, which we refer to as the continuous-decline

model, the rate of change of the speciation rate is independent

of time (e.g. there is no second derivative), and the magnitude

of the rate decline increases as t/K. Although many

approaches could be used to model time-dependent speciation

rates, we chose this simple model because we felt that it

provided a reasonable approximation of monotonic changes in

environmental variables through time that might influence

diversification rates.

We do not treat diversification under the birth–death

process with non-zero extinction for several reasons. First, we

have previously shown that patterns of early rapid diversifica-

tion as inferred from molecular phylogenies of extant taxa can

only be explained by declining speciation rates through time

and not by increasing extinction rates (Rabosky & Lovette

in press). Second, high but constant extinction rates will erase

the signature of such ‘explosive-early’ diversification from

molecular phylogenies, rendering it impossible to observe

even dramatic declines in speciation rates through time

(Rabosky & Lovette in press). For these reasons, extinction

rates estimated from phylogenies that appear to undergo

temporal declines in diversification rarely differ from zero

(Weir 2006; Rabosky & Lovette in press).

To find the likelihood of phylogenetic data under the

continuous-decline model, we used the general probability

model developed by Nee et al. (1994): this approach was used

to model time-varying speciation and extinction rates in

Rabosky & Lovette (in press). Consider a general birth

process, where existing lineages give birth to new lineages at a

per lineage, time-varying speciation rate l(t). Let ti represent

the birth time of each of the N lineages in the phylogeny

which survive to the present (time T ). The likelihood of the

phylogenetic data is given by

LZ ðNK1Þ!
YN
iZ3

flðtiÞg
YN
iZ3

fxigfx
2
2g; ð2:4Þ

where

xi Z exp

ðT
ti

KlðsÞds

� �
ð2:5Þ

with t2 corresponding to the time of the initial bifurcation in

the tree. Equation (2.4) is identical to Nee et al. (1994, eqn

(20)) with no extinction term. This expression considers only

NK2 speciation events, because the first two speciation

events must have occurred; if they had not, no phylogenetic

tree would exist to be observed (Nee et al. 1994). The x2

terms in equation (2.4) corresponds to these basal branches,

and there are two of them.

Equations for modelling time-varying speciation rates

were obtained for the continuous-decline model by deriving

the appropriate analytical expression for equation (2.3) in

conjunction with equations (2.4) and (2.5). Models were

fitted to phylogenetic data using Nelder–Mead and Broyden–

Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithms as implemented in the

‘optim’ routine for the R programming language. All

optimizations were repeated 20 times with random starting

parameters to decrease the possibility that solutions reflect

local maxima.
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(c) Diversification analyses

If ecological opportunity or niche availability facilitated

speciation during the radiation of Dendroica warblers, we

predicted that (i) diversification rates would decline signi-

ficantly through time and (ii) models specifying density

dependence of speciation rates would fit the observed

data better than a model where rates decline continuously

through time.

We first tested whether previous conclusions about

declining diversification rates in the group (Lovette &

Bermingham 1999) are robust to the additional data, taxon

sampling and analytical methodologies presented in this

paper. We computed the g statistic (Pybus & Harvey 2000)

for ultrametric trees recovered with the BEAST analysis,

where g!0 implies decelerating diversification through time.

It is well known that incomplete taxon sampling can result in

a perceived temporal decline in diversification rates (Nee

et al. 1994). Although we included all nominate members of

the continental Dendroica radiation in our analysis, it is

possible that undescribed or morphologically cryptic species

could have resulted in a spurious decline in diversification

rates over time. To explore the effects of missing species on

our analysis, we determined the number of missing lineages

that would render the observed g-statistic insignificant. We

assumed that our sample of nZ25 lineages represented a

proportion f of the true number of lineages and simulated sets

of 5000 phylogenies under a pure-birth model of cladogenesis

for values of f from 0.25 to 1.0. We calculated the g-statistic

for all simulated trees and determined the 0.05 percentile of

the distribution of g for each f; this value corresponds to the

lower bound of the 95% CI around the null hypothesis that g

is not significantly less than zero.

We then tested whether the tempo of lineage accumula-

tion during the Dendroica radiation is best approximated by

density-dependent or continuous-decline models of diversi-

fication. We compared the likelihood of the warbler phylogeny

under these competing classes of models using the Akaike

information criterion (AIC). We had noa prioripredictions as to

whether density-dependent diversification should follow an

exponential or linear model. We therefore computed the

following test statistic:

DAICTS ZAICH0KAICH1; ð2:6Þ

where AICH0 is the AIC score of the null hypothesis model

(continuous-decline) and AICH1 is the AIC score correspond-

ing to the best-fit hypothesis model (density-dependent

exponential or linear). Thus, a positive DAICTS implies that

density-dependent models fit the data better than the

continuous-decline model. We computed DAICTS for the

maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree, which is an estimate

of the tree with the maximum a posteriori probability. The MCC

tree is the tree for which the product of posterior probabilities

across all nodes present in the tree is greater than for any other

trees in the posterior distribution. To avoid conditioning our

results on any particular topology and branch lengths, we

computed the distribution of DAICTS over the posterior

distribution of trees sampled using MCMC, with the prediction

that the continuous-decline model would consistently provide a

poorer fit to the data than the density-dependent models.

The analyses described above are critically dependent on

the assumption that density-dependent models will not

overfit the data in the absence of density-dependent

diversification. To test this assumption, we investigated
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Figure 1. Maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree from Bayesian analysis of all continental North American Dendroica wood
warbler species. Nodes marked with asterisks are supported by posterior probabilities of more than 0.95. Tree is based on more
than 9 kb of mtDNA and nuclear intron sequence. Branch lengths are proportional to absolute time.
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type I error rates for constant-rate phylogenies simulated

under both pure birth and continuous-decline models of

diversification, assuming both complete and incomplete

taxon sampling. For the pure birth model, we simulated

1000 trees of NZ25 taxa under a constant speciation

process and tabulated the distribution of DAICTS. To further

control for the possibility that incomplete taxon sampling

could result in high type I error rates, we tabulated the

distribution of the test statistic for constant-rate phylogenies

simulated with different levels of incomplete sampling ( f ),

as described above for the g-statistic analyses.

We used the method described in Rabosky &

Lovette (in press) to simulate phylogenetic trees under the

continuous-decline model of diversification (electronic

supplementary material, supplementary methods). This

approach enables the continuous-time simulation of phylo-

genetic trees with time-varying rate parameters. We simulated

clade growth under the continuous-decline model assuming

both 5-fold and 10-fold reductions in the speciation rate

through time. We found parameters of the continuous-

decline model (l0, K ) which would result in an expected

value of NZ25 lineages after tZ1.0 time steps, where the

expected number of lineages is calculated as

nðtÞZ2 exp

ðtZ1

0
lðsÞds

� �
; ð2:7Þ

after Nee et al. (1994). We further required that model

parameters satisfy the relationships l0Z5l1 and 10l1 for

5-fold and 10-fold declines, respectively. To simulate

incomplete sampling under the continuous-decline model,

we found parameters corresponding to 5-fold and 10-fold

declines, which were expected to result in 33 ( fZ0.75), 50

( fZ0.5) or 100 ( fZ0.25) lineages at the end of the
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
simulation. Simulated trees were then randomly pruned to

the desired sampling level. All phylogenetic simulations

were conducted using a modified version of the birth–death

tree simulation algorithm from the GEIGER package for R

(Harmon et al. 2008).
3. RESULTS
Phylogenetic trees generated under a relaxed-clock model

of sequence evolution (figure 1) strongly supported

previous findings that diversification rates in North

American wood warblers have declined through time. A

lineage-through-time (LTT) plot clearly indicates an

excess of lineages early in the history of the wood warbler

radiation (figure 2a) relative to the expected rate of lineage

accumulation under a constant-rate model of diversifica-

tion. Calculated g-statistics for the MCC tree (K3.48)

and for the posterior distribution of topologies and branch

lengths (2.5 and 97.5% quantiles of K3.63 and K3.19,

respectively) indicate highly significant temporal declines

in diversification rates ( p!0.001). This result is robust

to assumptions about missing taxa: g for the MCC

tree is significant even when we assume that our tree

contains only 25% of North American Dendroica species

( pZ0.019). There is little overlap between the distribution

of g calculated from the posterior distribution of phyloge-

netic trees and the corresponding null distributions

assuming complete and incomplete sampling (figure 2b).

Model-based analyses of diversification provided

strong support for density-dependent diversification in

Dendroica wood warblers (table 1). Among the candidate

models, the density-dependent exponential model pro-

vided the best approximation to the observed pattern of

lineage accumulation through time (DAICTSZ10.27).
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g relative to the null distribution indicate decelerating
diversification through time.

Table 1. Summary of diversification models fitted to the
MCC tree (figure 1) for the North American Dendroica wood
warbler radiation.

model log likelihood DAICa

density-dependent, exponential 50.47 0
density-dependent, linear 48.42 4.09
linear 45.33 10.27
pure birth 40.45 18.03

a Difference in AIC scores between each model and the overall
best-fit model.
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units before the present.
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Diversification rates reconstructed using maximum-

likelihood parameter estimates for this best-fit model

(l0Z71, xZ1.47) suggest an explosive burst of diversifica-

tion early in the history of the radiation (figure 3), followed

by a rapid decline in per lineage diversification rates. In the

electronic supplementary material (figures S2 and S3), we

provide expected LTT curves for the three fitted rate-

variable models and discuss how differences in these

patterns relate to our ability to discriminate between

density-dependent and continuous-decline models.
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To test whether our results were robust to uncertainty in

phylogeny estimation and assumptions about the complete-

ness of taxon sampling, we tabulated the distribution of

DAICTS from the posterior distribution of trees and branch

lengths sampled using MCMC. We compared this

distribution with the null distribution generated by

simulating phylogenies under both constant-rate and

continuous-decline models of diversification with and with-

out incomplete sampling. If DAICTS is characterized by an

exceptionally high type I error rate, we expect density-

dependent models to consistently fit the data better than

continuous-decline models, even when diversification rates

have not declined in density-dependent fashion.

Under both constant-rate and continuous-decline

simulations (figure 4), we find that the null distribution

of DAICTS is consistently greater than zero. This implies

that, on average, density-dependent models fit the data

slightly better than the continuous-decline model, even

when the data are simulated under a continuous-decline

diversification process. However, it is extremely unlikely

that our results can be explained by this weak bias in

favour of density-dependent models. Although a constant

diversification process in conjunction with incomplete

taxon sampling can generate the appearance of temporally

declining diversification (e.g. figure 2b; null distributions

of g), our results reject the possibility that this artefact

underlies the much greater fit of density-dependent

models to the wood warbler data (figure 4a). The observed

DAICTS statistic for the MCC tree (10.27) indicates a

significantly greater fit of density-dependent models

relative to the null distribution when sampling is

assumed to be complete ( p!0.001) or incomplete at

75% ( p!0.001), 50% ( p!0.001) and 25% ( pZ0.008)

levels. Moreover, we find little evidence that a continuous-

decline process in conjunction with incomplete sampling

(figure 4b,c) can explain the observed distribution of

DAICTS for the wood warblers. The DAICTS test statistic

for the MCC tree is significantly greater than expected

under the null distribution assuming a 5-fold decline in

diversification across all levels of incomplete sampling

( p%0.01). This result is not significant only when we

assume at least 10-fold declines in diversification with

25% sampling ( pZ0.085).
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4. DISCUSSION
We present a new conceptual framework for detecting

density-dependent diversification rates and report evi-

dence for this process during the radiation of North

American wood warblers. Although previous studies have

suggested that density dependence might account for the

apparent deceleration in the rate of cladogenesis observed

in molecular phylogenies (Nee et al. 1992; Weir 2006;

Phillimore & Price 2008), ours is the first to explicitly

test whether patterns of speciation are more consistent

with density dependence than with other processes that

can result in temporally declining diversification.

Despite the size of our DNA sequence dataset (9557

combined nucleotides), we were unable to resolve

phylogenetic relationships among some early diverging

lineages (figure 1; nodes with less than 0.95 posterior

probability). However, our results are robust to this

uncertainty in phylogeny estimation. The narrow confi-

dence limits on the reconstructed number of lineages as a

function of time (figure 2a) indicate that even alternative

phylogenetic relationships among Dendroica taxa show a

similar pattern of lineage accumulation. Likewise, the

posterior distribution of g suggests that virtually all

topologies and branch lengths sampled using MCMC
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
show this pattern of early and rapid diversification

(figure 2b). The significantly better fit of density-

dependent models to the MCC tree (figure 1; table 1) is

robust to uncertainty in topology and branch length

estimation as well as assumptions about sampling complete-

ness (figure 4). Although incomplete taxon sampling

generates a pattern of lineage accumulation through time

that can mimic temporally declining diversification, we

find that assuming large numbers of missing taxa does not

change our result (figure 4). TheDAICTS test statistic shows

a bias favouring density dependence over the continuous-

decline model (figure 4); however, more than 75 taxa would

need to be missing from our analysis for this to pose a

problem under all but the steepest declines in diversification.

We consider this degree of incompleteness a highly unlikely

scenario given that the North American avifauna is well

characterized and many Dendroica species have been the

focus of densely sampled phylogeographic studies.

(a) Ecological causes of density-dependent

speciation

A relaxation of interspecific competition in conjunction

with the availability of diverse resources has been

characterized as ‘ecological opportunity’ (Schluter 2000)
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and is widely hypothesized to drive both lineage and

phenotype diversification during evolutionary radiations

(Simpson 1953; Erwin et al. 1987; Foote 1996). This is an

intuitively appealing and theoretically plausible model

(Walker & Valentine 1984; Gavrilets & Vose 2005) that

can explain our finding of density-dependent diversifica-

tion rates in wood warblers. On a mechanistic level,

ecological opportunity can facilitate higher per lineage

rates of speciation by increasing the likelihood that a

population will split and successfully occupy multiple

peaks on the adaptive landscape.

One alternative to density-dependent speciation is that

temporal declines in diversification are attributable to

increasing extinction rates during evolutionary radiations.

Because the net rate of species diversification through

time is the difference between the speciation rate and

the extinction rate, a density-dependent increase in the

extinction rate during evolutionary radiations would also

generate density-dependent declines in the net diversifica-

tion rate. There are theoretical reasons why rates of

extinction might increase during evolutionary radiations

(e.g. Ricklefs & Cox 1972). For example, a limit on total

resource availability implies that increasing species diversity

will result in lower mean population sizes per species

(Levinton 1979; Hubbell 2000). Because population size

is a determinant of extinction probability, extinction rates

might increase with the number of species. However, we

have previously shown that temporally declining speciation

is the only process that can leave a signature of early rapid

diversification in a molecular phylogeny of extant taxa

(Rabosky & Lovette in press). This result does not rule out

the possibility that some evolutionary radiations are

characterized by density-dependent extinction rates, but it

does suggest that it would be difficult to infer such a process

from molecular phylogenies alone.

(b) Ecological opportunity and continental

evolutionary radiations

It is widely thought that ecological opportunity might

underlie the dramatic ecological diversification of many

clades on islands (Baldwin & Sanderson 1998; Lovette

et al. 2002) and in freshwater lakes (Bernatchez et al.

1999; Seehausen 2006). It is perhaps unsurprising that

colonizing species in these insular environments would

encounter a combination of high resource availability

and a paucity of competing species, as the formation of

these environments results in novel habitats that are

characterized, at least initially, by low species richness.

However, continental radiations occur against a complex

ecological background that differs from comparatively

simple island systems, and it is unclearwhether the processes

and conditions that facilitate adaptive radiations on

islands are also important during continental radiations

(Barraclough et al. 1999). It is possible that conditions

of ecological opportunity that might exist during the

early stages of island radiations generally do not occur in

continental systems.

The few quantitative analyses of continental radiations

have yielded mixed results: some radiations show patterns

of diversification consistent with a role for ecological

opportunity (e.g. Lovette & Bermingham 1999; Harmon

et al. 2003; Rabosky et al. 2007a,b), whereas others do not

(McPeek & Brown 2000; Turgeon et al. 2005). Other

radiations show patterns of lineage but not phenotype
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
diversification consistent with ecological opportunity,

indicating that these two aspects of diversification need

not be coupled (Kozak et al. 2006). Still other studies

(Irschick et al. 1997) suggest that even closely related taxa

can experience different patterns of diversification on

continents and islands.

(c) Alternatives to ecological opportunity

Although ecological opportunity has been a favoured

explanation for temporal declines in speciation rates (e.g.

Weir 2006; Phillimore & Price 2008), these results may

also be consistent with other processes that entail no direct

relationship between speciation and ecological opportu-

nity. For example, it is possible that species interactions

influence various aspects of geographical range size, which

might then influence the probability of allopatric specia-

tion. Theoretical work suggests that species interactions

can limit geographical ranges (Case et al. 2005), and there

is some evidence that geographical range size is positively

correlated with diversification rates (Rosenzweig 1995;

Cardillo et al. 2003; but see Jablonski & Roy 2003).

During evolutionary radiations, mean range size might

decline as the number of species in a particular

biogeographic theatre increases. If declining range size

results in lower per lineage speciation rates, then

diversification rates as inferred from molecular phyloge-

nies could show density dependence. We note that this

model of diversification does not imply that adaptive

radiation underlies the temporal declines in speciation

commonly observed during evolutionary radiations (e.g.

Phillimore & Price 2008), because it allows the possibility

that behavioural interference and other interactions

unrelated to resource use might drive the pattern.

It is also possible that apparent density dependence of

speciation rates could arise as an artefact of phylogeny

reconstruction and branch length estimation. It is well

known that underparametrized models of sequence

evolution can lead to the impression of temporal declines

in diversification (Revell et al. 2005). Although we

reconstructed phylogenies using a complex model of

sequence evolution with multiple data partitions, it is

not clear whether existing models of molecular evolution

are sufficient for reconstructing substitutional histories

along the deep internal branches of a phylogenetic tree.

Rabosky & Lovette (in press) pointed out that explosive-

early radiations pose a paradox: evidence from the fossil

record suggests that virtually all groups diversify with

appreciable background extinction rates, yet high extinc-

tion rates render it impossible to observe such rapid

radiations in molecular phylogenies. One possible solution

is that the pattern is, at least in part, attributable to

inadequacy of molecular evolutionary models in general

use, and this topic clearly deserves a much more

comprehensive treatment.

(d) Summary

We have developed a novel conceptual approach that can

distinguish between density-dependent speciation and

other processes that result in temporal declines in

speciation rates. We do not claim that density dependence

is the only possible explanation for our finding of

temporally declining speciation in Dendroica wood war-

blers, but our results clearly eliminate two competing

alternative scenarios. Patterns of lineage accumulation in
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this group are inconsistent with a simple model in which

speciation rates vary linearly as a function of time.

Moreover, the explosive-early accumulation of lineages is

more consistent with density-dependent diversification

than an artefactual decline in rates attributable to

incomplete taxon sampling.

Previous studies have found co-occurring wood warbler

taxa to differ in both foraging niche and other ecological

traits (e.g. MacArthur 1958; Morse 1989; Martin &

Martin 2001), and we have previously shown that local

warbler assemblages are phylogenetically overdispersed

(Lovette & Hochachka 2006). These features suggest the

possibility that wood warbler communities have been

assembled through adaptive radiation (Gillespie 2004; but

see Freckleton & Harvey 2006). Our finding that

speciation rates in wood warblers show density depen-

dence adds a novel dimension to our understanding of

this continental radiation because it suggests the possibility

of coupling between lineage and ecological diversification

in this group.
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